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Abstract—Robots are constantly becoming more integral in the
day-to-day lives of humanity. To do this, they have to accomplish
tasks autonomously in dynamically changing environments. Dy-
namic objects often need to be handled differently than static
objects because they cause changes in the environment. To solve
the problem, we propose a 3D-Multi-Layer-Multi-Representation
map. The overall map consists of multiple layers with custom
semantics and custom representation types. A static layer models
the static environment using an octomap. A second layer models
generic dynamic objects as bounding boxes. Semantic segmenta-
tion is used to decide which measurement belongs to a dynamic
object. These are all objects of beforehand defined classes. This
allows customized update strategies for both types of objects. The
experiments show that this increases the accuracy and efficiency
of the overall map, as well as the individual layers. A third layer,
the human layer that stores the poses of all persons, is added
to the map.This allows to precisely see what a human is doing
in the exact moment.Using different representations types, the
overall map does not only have a higher accuracy and efficiency,
but also provides more in-depth knowledge of the scene.

Index Terms—Robotics, Mapping, Multi-Layer-Map

I. INTRODUCTION

In the modern world, robots are continuing to integrate more
and more into our everyday lives. A variety of different robot
types are introduced in different fields to enhance the quality
of life of humanity. Cleaning robots help with arduous and
time-consuming work, such as vacuuming or mopping [1].
There are also solutions for robots that can assist humans
in accomplishing tasks, for example to fulfill manufacturing
tasks [2]. Robots can also assist elderly or disabled people
to guarantee them a higher degree of independence [3]. What
those robots have in common is that they need to act and
move autonomously in a dynamic environment. Maps are an
integral part of achieving such an autonomous behavior. A
map provides a comprehensive overview of the environment
with the information required for different tasks, such as the
areas the robot can navigate on.

There are several challenges when creating and maintain-
ing/updating such maps. How a new measurement changes
the map, depending on the measurement itself, the other
measurements and the current state of the map, is determined
by the update strategy. One major challenge is noise from the
sensors that are used to construct the map. The sensor results
fluctuate around the real position of a point. So, one task of
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Fig. 1: The overall map of the environment is constructed by
several layers, each using one representation type.

a map is to fuse multiple noisy measurement to get the real
position. However, the noise can vary for different objects. For
example, visual-based sensors often struggle with windows
or glass doors. It is still important to model their position
accurately to avoid collisions, which might require another
update strategy for those objects. There are other problems
in the environment of a robot, such as dynamic objects. A
typical example for a dynamic object that can be found around
a robot is the human. But also simpler objects, such as doors
and chairs, can regularly change their position. Motion results
in measurements that are contrary to the current map; the old
position is free and a new one is occupied. The same happens
in case of noise, but while noise should not affect the map,
motion should do just that. So, different update strategies are
necessary for each case.

How the map deals with those problems also depends
on the type of the map. Maps are an abstraction of the
environment, reduced to the required information. The optimal
representation depends entirely on the required information.
Single points can mark positions. Bounding boxes or more
complex polygons can mark areas. Meshes can give a detailed
look on surfaces, and skeletons with multiple connected key
points can show the posture and motion of non-rigid bodies.



Each representation type has its individual pros and cons and
needs specific data/strategies to be constructed and updated.

We address these problems by introducing a 3D-Multi-
Layer-Multi-Representation (MLMR) map, as shown in Fig.
1. This novel map representation type models the environment
using several layers with different semantic meanings. This
allows the application of a customized update strategy for
critical objects, such as windows or dynamic objects, to
increase the accuracy of the map. The layers can have different
representation types, such as meshesor skeletons, to support
the specific requirements of a particular layer and the tasks of a
robot. Different tasks can also use only a subset of layers when
necessary to filter out interfering information. For example, a
localization can ignore the positions of dynamic objects to
avoid a drift towards the new position of those objects.

The remainder of this work is structured as following. First,
Sect. II will give an overview of related work on maps, and
how they try to tackle the above named problem. Then, Sect.
III will describe how the MLMR map is constructed and how
different layer can be designed. In Sect. IV several tests are run
to evaluate the solution. Finally, Sect V gives a brief summary
of this work and takes a look at future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Different kinds of maps are used for mapping and nav-
igational purposes, each with its individual advantages and
disadvantages. One rather straightforward type is the point
cloud type. A point cloud consists of points belonging to the
surface of any object in the environment. Those points are
taken by a sensorthat measures the distance from an object to
itself. The local position is transferred to the global space and
stored along with other measured points. Point clouds are easy
to create but seeing as the number of point can become very
high, operations on it can become time-consuming. One often
used solution to reduce the search space for these tasks are
grid-based maps. The key idea of grid maps is to discretize
the space by placing a grid on it. All measurements within one
grid cell are fused. The reduction of search space compared
to point cloud depends on the chosen size of the cells.

Occupancy grid maps (OGM) were first introduced by
Moravec and Elfes [4]. Each cell stores whether it is occupied
or free.Probabilities are used to model the free and occupied
state. Each cell that contains a measured point is updated as
occupied, and the cells in between this measurement and the
the sensor are updated as free. The update strategy and number
of affected cells can vary for different sensors [5]. The prob-
abilistic design allows filtering noise from unreliable sensors
over multiple measurements. A few erroneous measurements
do not directly result in a change of the map. Modelling the
free space explicitly allows the reaction to changes in the
environment. When an object moves away, the cell switch to
free when it receives multiple free measurements.

OGM can be used as costmaps for path planning. Occupied
cells and cells close to them have a higher cost than free
cells. By minimizing the cost of a path, the shortest path on
free area is taken. Lu et al. [6] propose to use multiple layer

costmaps. Each layer has its own semantic meaning, and they
are used to construct the overall master map. The influence
of a particular costmap on the master map depends on its
semantic meaning. Each map is updated independently of the
other costmaps. For example, Lu et al. introduce a static map,
that shows the static structure of the room. Additionally, an
obstacle avoidance layer holds the short-term sensor data to
quickly react on e.g. dynamic objects that are not in the static
map. The individual update strategy also allows maps that do
not depend on range sensors of the robot.For example, there
could be a map with regions that a robot should not enter
independent of the actual state of this area, so-called virtual
borders proposed by Sprute et al. [7]. Those regions should
not change because of incoming sensor data.

OGMs for the three-dimensional case [8] have the major
problem that the memory usage grows rapidly for larger areas.
Reducing the resolution saves memory, but a lot of information
that might be necessary for navigation is lost. Hornung et al.
[9] propose to structure the cell in an octotree structure. This
increases the access time of the cell, but if the depth of the tree
is constant, the access time is also constant. More importantly,
the octotree structure allow the fusion of cells that have the
same state. The cells of one parent cell can be fused to one
big cell if they all have the same state. The parent gets the
state as its child nodes, and its child nodes are truncated. The
hierarchical tree structure also allows working on the map at
different resolutions. This can speed up operations that do not
need detailed information. Those operations can ignore the
higher resolution cells. Global search problems can also take
advantage of the tree structure. A first search can be performed
on the lower resolution map, and the result can be refined on
higher resolutions.

Our work proposes a solution that aims to combine the
best from previous works to build a map for path planning
and navigation in 3D space. We join the multi semantic layer
design of the costmap approach with the octomap approach
as the basic layer to model the static environment with as
little noise as possible. The multi layer design is extended
to support multiple representations, to optimally model the
different semantics. This increases the efficiency of the map
and allow it to store richer information. The different layer can
share information to mutually increase the quality. The focus
of this work is on the map representation itself and not the
construction process, for example simultaneous localization
and mapping. However, this process can also benefit from the
additional data, such as semantic information [10].

III. MULTI LAYER MULTI REPRESENTATION MAPS

A. The Pipeline

The MLMR map is constructed following the pipeline
shown in Fig. 2. The pipeline takes data measured by multiple
sensors as input I . One of the inputs must be a distance
sensor of some kind to measure the shape of the environment.
In our case, a Lidar camera generates depth imaged ID of
the environment. To convert this image to a point cloud,
the intrinsic parameters II of the camera are given. Another
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Fig. 2: The overall pipeline to construct the proposed MLMR map. The layers on the right side form the whole map.

important piece of information for mapping is the ego motion
of the measuring device IT to insert the measured data in the
map at the right place. An additional input is the RGB image
IRGB congruent to the depth image.

At the end of the pipeline is the MLMR map M that
models the whole environment. The MLMR map consists of
several layers. As a basic layer, an octomap MO is applied
to model the static structure of the environment. This layer
is the minimum requirement to allow navigation. Additional
layers focus on challenging parts of the environment and
represent them in the most efficient way for a given use case.
The additional layers improve the overall map as well as the
individual layers, increasing the accuracy and providing richer
information. The measurements are processed separately for
each layer. So, the performed steps depend entirely on the
particular layer. However, information can be shared between
the processing of the layers. For example, the generic dynamic
object layer shares the information about its used classes with
the basic map layer. The basic map can use this information to
ignore those classes, since they are already stored in another
layer. Before, generating the layers, one step is performed
to support every layer, the semantic segmentation step. This
step generates a semantic map based on IRGB , that gives
information about the class of the underlying pixel in IRGB

and IR. Furthermore, the semantic map is used to improve the
quality of every layer.

B. Static Layer

The static layer, the octomap layer acts as is the basic layer
for navigation. The construction of this layer uses ID, II , and
IT . The first step is the filtering step. When no additional
layers are used in the MLMR map, this step filters points
in ID that are at maximum distance because they indicate
erroneous measurements. When other layer are used, such as
the generic dynamic object layer, more measurements may
be filtered because their position is stored in another layer as
well. Ignoring those measurements can increase the efficiency
of an update and also increase the accuracy of the static map.

The remaining points are used to construct the octomap. The
points are transferred in global 3D space using II and IT .
The occupied probability of voxels that contain a point are
increased, and the probabilities of those in between the various
points and the device are reduced.

The semantic information of the measurements generated
previously is stored in the voxels of the octomap to provide
richer information. Each voxel holds an array of class proba-
bilities. Those probabilities are the average probabilities of all
incoming measurements. The class of the voxel is determined
by the class with the highest probability. This allows the
distinction of different objects in the octomap layer, which is
otherwise not possible without the additional time-extensive
analyzing steps. The objects in an octomap consist of an
unknown subset of all voxels that only show the shape of
objects. There is no line between close objects in the map. The
semantic information introduces this line between different
objects in the octomap.

C. Generic Dynamic Object Layer

The generic dynamic object layer is added to the MLMR
map to handle all dynamic objects that should not be stored
in the static layer. A dynamic object is every object of a
previously defined class, for example chairs, robots, cats, or
humans. The individual objects are stored as bounding boxes.
This representation is chosen because it models the at least
occupied space of the underlying object using only eight
points. The least occupied space is important for navigation
purposes to avoid collision. The reduced number of points
allows a fast construction of this layer and supports otherwise
time-consuming operations, such as transformations, or tests
whether a point is inside or outside an object. This layer stores
the latest position of every currently seen dynamic object in
a list and when an object disappears, the bounding box is
removed from the list.

The first step of constructing the layer, shown in Fig. 2,
is to extract the objects belonging to the defined classes.
The semantic segmentation map is used to find these. This



Fig. 3: The corresponding RGB image, depth map, and segmentation map from the used sequence.

map defines the classes of each measurement in ID. Using
this classes, all measurements belonging to one object are
extracted. This is done by applying the flood fill algorithm on
ID together with the classes from the semantic segmentation.
Therefor, every neighboring measurement with the same class
and a depth difference in ID smaller than a threshold tD are
considered to be belonging to the same object. The points
belonging to the same object are then inserted in the layer by
calculating the minimum enclosing rectangle and adding it to
the list of bounding boxes.

The object classes stored in this layer are given to the static
layer. The static layer uses the semantic information to filter
out measurements of those classes. Since their occupied area
is stored in the bounding box layer, it is not required to store
them in the static layer. The class information of the other
classes is still stored in the voxels. Due to the slow changes
of the probabilistic update, the position of dynamic objects are
delayed anyway, and it is more accurate to use the bounding
box position for navigation. This also increases the quality
of the static layer itself because dynamic objects often cause
additional noise. Every voxel that was at some point seen as
occupied by a dynamic object must be explicitly removed by
seeing it as free area again. Those who are not seen again will
stay erroneously occupied.

D. Human Layer

Another layer is added to the MLMR map to show its
ability to provide a robot richer information by using different
representation types. For this purpose, a human layer is added
to the other two layers. Humans are often of special interest
because the robot has to interact with them frequently. This
layer is specifically designed to model them as poses. A pose
consists of important key points of the human body, such as
legs, arms, hips, shoulders, and a head. Analyzing those key
points can provide information on what the person is doing,
for example sitting, walking, or waving. With this information,
the robot can react to specific gestures. Similar to the bounding
box layer, the pose layer stores the current position of every
currently seen human in a list of postures.

The first step to create the pose map detects humans and
their poses by applying a pose estimator on the IRGB . The
estimator generates the key points for every person in image
coordinates. Those 2D points are converted to 3D points by
taking an average depth value of the surrounding pixels in
ID. When all points are converted, the 3D pose is added to
the pose list. The semantic segmentation is used as additional

input to filter false positive key points. When the class at the
position of a key point in the semantic map is not human, it is
probably a false positive key point and should not be included
in the pose.

IV. EVALUATION

To test the MLMR map, three experiments are run. The
first one focuses on the reduction of the noise in the octomap
by filtering dynamic objects. The second experiment evaluates
how the bounding box layer can increase the efficiency of the
overall map. Finally, the last experiment tests how the person
map can provide additional information.

The sequence for the test is recorded specifically for this
approach to include many typically scenarios and challenges
for autonomous robots. It shows a smart home scenario with
multiple rooms, a variety of furniture, carpets on the ground
and pictures on the wall. Multiple people are walking and
sitting in the environment. Over the sequence, the number of
people seen varies depending on the sequence. Additionally,
the sensor that records the input data moves too. The sequence
consists of 437 frames, each consisting of a color image,
a depth image, a manually labeled segmentation image, the
camera position and the intrinsic parameters. An example of
the first three image types is given in Fig. 3. Some images
contain strong backlight and motion blur, which reduce the
quality of the segmentation and the depth measurements. The
segmentation is labeled manually; there are 30 classes in total.
The most important classes for the experiments are the human,
couch, ground, wall, carpet, and door classes.

A. Experiment I

The effect of filtering dynamic objects in the static is
evaluated by constructing a map from all frames with and
without the of filtering dynamic objects. The final map should
maximally store the final position of the dynamic objects.
Removing those without a filtering step would require seeing
the room without any dynamic object in the end. However,
every other voxel that is occupied because of a previous

Octomap processing steps
Noise voxels from
dynamic objects

without filtering and free space 10, 840
without filtering 1, 166
with filtering and free space 87

TABLE I: The numbers of erroneously occupied voxels caused
by dynamic objects for different processing steps.



Fig. 4: The resulting octomaps maps of Experiment I. The number of human voxels (dark blue) reduces by modelling free
space (middle and right) and filtering dynamic object (right).

position of a dynamic object is considered as a noise voxel.
The first time, the map is constructed without filtering dynamic
objects and without modelling the free space. Thus, every
voxel that changed to occupied, for example because of a
dynamic object, cannot switch back. This experiment acts as
baseline, to show the number of voxels affected by dynamic
objects that are not the final position of the object. The result
shows that there are 10, 840 voxels caused by dynamic objects,
as shown in Tab. I. These voxels can also be seen in the
visualization of the map in the left image in Fig. 4.

The second run is performed without filtering dynamic
object, but with modelling the free space. Occupied voxels
caused by dynamic object should be removed by seeing the
same area as free again. In the final map, this run has 1, 166
erroneously occupied voxel caused by dynamic objects. The
map is also shown in the middle image in Fig. 4. The results
show, that modelling free space reduces the noise drastically
but still frequently fails to remove the voxels caused by
dynamic objects. Whenever a region is not seen again, those
voxels cannot be removed. In the sequence, there are three
reasons why an area is not seen again. The first cause of the
false occupied voxels on the ground, is that the camera simply
does not see them again. The second reason that causes a part
of the human voxel flowing in the air, is that the object moves
towards the camera. The camera cannot see the free space
behind the object, and therefore it cannot remove these voxels.
The last reason for the falsely occupied voxels is caused by
an open door behind them. The area behind the door is too
far away to have reliable results. Without these measurements,
the free space between them and the camera is not inserted,
and the voxel cannot be removed. More extensive motion is
required to remove those voxels, which is a general downside
of removing dynamic object by only modelling free space.

The last run is performed with filtering dynamic objects and
modelling free space. There are only 87 erroneously occupied
voxel in the map, which can also be seen in the right image
of Fig. 4. Since all measurements with the person class are
filtered out, they do not cause any noise in the map. The
87 voxels are caused by measurements where the semantic
segmentation results in the wrong class. Those voxels are still
inserted in the map with their wrong class, which is why they
cannot be seen as person voxels in Fig. 4. There they can only

be seen as a hole or elevations on the ground along the path
of the human. The only chance to recover those voxels is by
modelling the free space, which fails in the 87 cases.

The octomaps in Fig. 4 also show the capabilities of storing
the semantic segmentation in the voxels. This allows distin-
guishing objects from each other. There is a clear line between
floor and couch and floor and wall. Also, very flat object such
as carpets or pictures, that usually are on the same plane in
the map as the floor or wall, can be seen now. The orange
marked voxels of the carpet can be clearly distinguished from
the green ground, even though no difference can be seen in
the structure of the voxels.

B. Experiment II

The second experiment evaluates the ability of the generic
dynamic layer to increase the efficiency of the mapping, while
reliably modelling the occupied space of dynamic objects.
The layer during runtime is shown in Fig. 5. Concerning
the efficiency, the saved time and number of map updates in
the octomap are observed. Modelling the objects as bounding
boxes decreases the runtime from 433 seconds to 418 seconds.
There are 672, 859 less occupied update operations in the
map, with a total of 15, 887, 070 operations. Still, the generic
dynamic object layer indicates the position of every seen
dynamic object without exceptions. In some cases, two objects
close to each other are fused. However, the bounding box
always models the at least occupied space of the underlying
object because it contains ever measured point of that object.

Fig. 5: The positions of humans in the generic dynamic object
layer, visualized together with the static layer.



Fig. 6: The pose layer allows distinguishing a walking person
(left) from a sitting person (right).

So, by applying the second layer, the efficiency increases,
while modelling all necessary information.

C. Experiment III

The last experiment evaluates the capability of an additional
layer to provide richer information.The human layer is a prime
example of such a layer. The goal of this layer is to provide the
position and occupied area of humans. Additionally, it should
give more in-depth information about what the human does.
To test the ability to show the position of humans, the false
positive and false negative poses in the map are counted. The
poses are generated by the pose estimator from Fang et al. [11].
Filtering the generated key with the semantic segmentation
results in an overall number of seven false positives and zero
false negatives. Whenever a person is seen, there is a pose
for it. So, the layer can show the position of human without
an error. That the pose provides more in-depth information is
shown in Fig. 6. The image show that a sitting person can be
clearly differentiated from a walking person.

Additionally, tracking based on the tracking-by-detection
paradigm is applied. The position of humans at the current
time step are associated to the positions of humans at the
previous time step based on the average distance of their
key points. When there is such an association, the ID of the
previously seen human is passed to the new one. By doing
so, it was possible to construct a path from the first seen
position to the last seen position, without any interruption or
identity switch of two persons. This information could be used
to predict the future path of a human and avoid those regions
for navigation.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have proposed a new 3D-Multi-Layer-
Multi-Representation map for mapping and navigation. The
overall map consist of several layers, each with a custom
semantic meaning. Depending on the data a layer stores, the
representation type of the different layers can vary. This allows
the best modulation for a given use case. We constructed a
map, consisting of a static layer with an octomap represen-
tation and a generic dynamics object layer built by a set of
bounding boxes. As shown in the experiments, the differen-
tiated modelling of dynamic and static objects in two layers
with a customized update strategy increases the accuracy and
efficiency of the overall map as well as of the individual layers.

We applied a third representation specifically for humans that
uses poses to store the current state of each person. This
layer shows how additional layers can provide more in-depth
information of the current scene. The pose indicates what the
person is doing at any given moment. Simple tracking can also
be applied to allow following the person through a scene.

In future work, the tracking can be extended to predict
the path of humans. This information can be used by the
navigation to avoid those regions. An additional layer can
store a probability map with regions that may be occupied
by moving objects. The information of the static environment
can improve the prediction further, by excluding impossible
paths, for example paths through a wall. Another possible
step in future work can focus on exploiting the semantic
information in the octomap. Robots could be instructed to
avoid certain undergrounds, such as carpets. Furthermore,
positions of certain objects, for example pictures on the wall,
can be given as navigation goals to the robot. The layered
design of the map allows endless extensions to the MLMR
map that can store rich information for nearly any robotic
task.
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